
Unit 1-Ancient History



Tell me about this person



Module 1 

Lesson 2

• -What does prehistory refer to?

• -Identify 3 developments important to human history:

• -What are the two stone ages?

• -Identify the 3 homos and their importance?

• -How are early humans different from other homos?

• Lesson 3

• -What did men and women do for thousands of years?

• -What are nomads & hunters-gatherers?

• -What was the technological revolution?

• -What was the importance of cave paintings?

• -What took place during the Neolithic Revolution?



• -What was the importance of the rising temperatures?

• -Why did early humans slash and burn areas?

• -Why was domestication important?

• -Where did early farming take place?(3)



What is valued in this 
society? 



Module 2

• Lesson 1-Case Study

• -How was the invention of tools important?

• -What took place because extra crops were harvested?

• -What allowed for the division of labor to develop?

• -What took place with religion?

• -How did workers become more specialized?

• -Why did record keeping form?

• -What is cuneiform?

• -What is civilization?



Lesson 2
• -Where is the Fertile Crescent formed?

• -What were 3 disadvantages to the Tigris and Euphrates?

• -What were 5 characteristics of Sumer?

• -How was farming and religion related?

• -How were surplus crops important?

• -Religiously what were Sumerians?

• -Who made up the upper and lower class?

• -Who created the first empire?

• -How was Sargon Akkad important?

• -How was Hammurabi important?



• “If in a lawsuit a man gives damning evidence, and his word that he has 
spoken is not justified, then, if the suit be a capital one, that man shall 
be slain….”

•

• “If a judge has heard a case, and given a decision, and delivered a 
written verdict, and if afterward his case disproved, and that judge is 
convinced as the cause of the misjudgment, then he shall pay twelve 
times the penalty awarded in that case.  In public assembly he shall be 
thrown from the seat of judgment; he shall not return; and he shall not 
sit with the judges upon a case….”

•

• “If a man has decided to divorce… a wife who presented him with 
children, then he shall give back to that woman her dowry, and he shall 
give her the use of field, garden, and property, and he she shall bring up 
the children, she shall take a son’s portion of all that is given to her 
children, and she may marry the husband of her heart.”

•

• -Code of Hammurabi



• “If he has destroyed the bone of a free man, his bone shall be broken.”

•

• “If he  has destroyed the eye of a man’s slave, or broke a bone of a 
man’s slave, he shall pay half his value.”

•

• “If a man strikes the body of a man who superior in status, he shall 
publicly receive sixty lashes with a cowhide whip…”

• -Code of Hammurabi



• “You shall not make for yourself a graven image, or any likeness of 
anything that is in Heaven above, or that is on the Earth beneath, or 
that is in the water under the Earth;  you shall not bow down to them 
or serve them…”

• “You shall not kill.”

• “Neither shall you commit adultery.”

• “Neither shall you covet your neighbor’s wife, and you shall not desire 
your neighbor’s house, his field, or his manservant, or his maidservant, 
his ox, or his ass, or anything that is your neighbor’s”

•

• 10 Commandments(Exodus)



Tell me about this Civilization



• “’The uproar of mankind is intolerable and sleep is no longer possible by 
reason of the babel.’  So the gods agreed to exterminate mankind.  Enlil
did this, but Ea because of his oath warned me in a dream.  He 
whispered their words to my house of reeds… “Tear down your house, I 
say, and build a boat.  These are the measurements of the barque as you 
shall build her:  let her beam equal her length, let her deck be roofed 
like the vault that covers the abyss:  then take up into the boat the seed 
of all living creatures.”

•

• … “For six days and six nights the winds blew, torrent and tempest and 
flood overwhelmed the world, tempest and flood raged together like 
warring hosts.  When the seventh day dawned the storm from the south 
subsided, the sea grew calm, the flood was stilled; I looked at the face of 
the world of the sea stretched as flat as a roof-top;  I opened a hatch 
and tears streamed  down my face, for on every side was the waste of 
water.”

•

• Epic of Gilgamesh, He was an ancient king of Sumer, who lived about 
2,700 B.C.E.



• “The lord saw that the wickedness of man was great in the Earth, and 
that every imagination of the thoughts of his heart was only evil 
continually.  And the Lord was sorry that he had made man on the 
Earth, and it grieved him to his heart.  So the Lord said, “I will blot out 
man whom I have created from the face of the ground, man and beast 
and creeping things and birds of the air, for I am sorry that I have made 
them.”  But Noah found favor in the eyes of the Lord…”

•

• At the end of forty days Noah opened the window of the ark which he 
had made, and sent forth a raven;  and it went to and fro until the 
waters were dried up from the Earth.”

•

• Genesis Describing the flood found in Genesis.



• Lesson 3

• -What desert was formed in North Africa?

• -How was the Nile different from the Fertile Crescent?

• -What were the leaders called?

• -Why were pyramids built?

• -What was believed about one’s death?

• -Who were in the different classes in Egypt?

• -How were women and power different in Egypt?

• -How was writing important?

• -What was used to write on?

• -How many days were in the Egyptian calendar?

• -What group invaded and dominated Egypt?



• Lesson 4

• -How were the Himalayan mts important?

• -When were the dry and wet monsoons?

• -What problems came with the Indus River?

• -How were the cities built in the Indus Valley?

• -What early civilization formed on the Indus River?

• -What language has been impossible to decipher?

• -How was the Indus River important?

• -What happened to cities on the Indus Valley?



• Lesson 5

• -What are the major river systems in China?(2)

• -What were Chinese cities built out of?

• -Who was central to Chinese society?

• -Who was treated as inferiors?

• -How were families linked in religion?

• -How did Zhou leaders justify power?

• -What were symbols of poor leadership?

• -What were the Zhou innovations?(3)

• -Nomads from what region weakened the Zhou empire?



Module 3

• Lesson 1

• -Where were Aryans from?

• -What are the Vedas?

• -What were the 4 social classes(caste system)?

• -Who was the lowest group?



• For the first marriage of a twice-born man, a woman of the same caste 
is approved; but for those who through lust marry again the following 
females are to be preferred.  A Sudra woman only must be the wife of 
a Sudra, she and a Vaishya, of a Vaishya; these two and a Kshatriya of a 
Kshatriya;  those two and a Brahmani, of a Brahman.  Twice-born men, 
marrying, through folly, low caste women, soon degrade their families 
and children to the state of Sudras.  A Brahman who takes a Sudra
woman to his bed, goes to the lower course; if he beget a child by her, 
he loses his Brahmanhood…

• -Women are to be honoured and adorned by their fathers, 
brothers, husbands, and brothers-in-law, who desire much 
properity…When women are miserable, that family quickly perishes; 
but when they do not grieve, that family ever prospers.  Houses, 
cursed by women not honoured, perish utterly as if destroyed by 
magic.

•

• The Lawbook of Manu:  Marriage and Sexual Activity, written by the 
sage Manu, 200 C.E.



• The Nature of Women

• …It is the nature of women to seduce men in this world; for that reason the 
wise are never unguarded in the company of females…

• For women no rite is performed with sacred texts, thus the law is settled; 
women who are destitute of strength and destitute of the knowledge of Vedic 
texts as impure as falsehood itself, that is a fixed rule.

• Female Property Rights

• A wife, a son, and a slave, these three are declared to have no property; the 
wealth which they earn is acquired for him to whom they belong…

• What is given before the nuptial fire, what was given on the bridal 
procession, what was given in token of love, and what was received from her 
brother, mother, or father, that is called the six-fold property of a woman.

• Such property, as well as a gift subsequent and what was given to her by 
her affectionate husband, shall go to her offspring, even if she dies in the 
lifetime of her husband…

• Laws of Manu, Written between 1st B.C.E. -3rd Century C.E.



• Lesson 2

• -What religion cannot be traced back to a founder?

• -What happened after you died?

• -How is karma important?

• -How was your life determined?

• -What was believed in Jainism?

• Lesson 3

• -Who was the founder of Buddhism?

• -How long did Gautama spend in the forest?

• -What were the 4 Noble Truths?

• -What was the final goal?

• -Who was reluctantly allowed in Buddhism?

• -What formed at first seasonally but became permanent overtime?

• -Where did Buddhism move?



• At ten, like a flowering branch in the rain,

• She is slender, delicate, and full of grace.

• Her parents are themselves as young as the rising moon

• And do not allow her past the red curtain without a reason

• At twenty, receiving the hairpin, she is a spring bud.

• Her parents arrange her betrothal; the matter’s well done.

• A fragrant carriage comes at evening to carry her to her lord.

• Like Hsiao-shih and his wife, at dawn they depart with the clouds.

•

• At thirty, perfect as a pearl, full of the beauty of youth,

• At her window, by the gauze curtain, she makes up in front of the mirror.

• With her singing companions, in the waterlily season,

• She rows a boat and plucks the blue flowers.

•

• At forty, she is mistress of a prosperous house and makes plans.

• Three sons and fiver daughters give her some trouble.

• With her ch’in not far away, she toils always at her loom,

• Her only fear that the sun will set too soon.

•

• Buddhist Song:  The stages of a woman’s life, ancient Buddhist writings found in the caves at 
Cunhuang, Second Century C.E. 



• Lesson 4

• -What group became the most powerful traders of the 
Mediterranean?

• -Where did the Phoenicians sail?

• -What was the greatest Phoenician colony?

• -What was developed to make communication easier?

• -What did the Mediterranean Sea connect?

• -How did the Monsoons make trade easier?



• Lesson 5

• -Where did the Hebrews settle?

• -What are the sacred writings known as?

• -How was Abraham important?

• -How was Judaism different from other religions?

• -What was the importance of women in Hebrew law?

• -The Ten Commandments were much like what code?



Module 4

• Lesson 3

• -What did Cyrus allow to happen to the Jews?

• -What was Darius’ successes and failures?

• -What were satraps?

• -What was built to assist trade and governing?

• -What was taught by Zoroaster?

• -What religion spread into the Roman empire?



• Lesson 4

• -During what empire did Confucius live?

• -What were the 5 basic relationships?

• -What is filial piety?

• -What did Confucius want to reform?

• -What did Laozi believe?

• -What did the Qin do to regain power?

• -What books were not ruined?

• -What was built through much of China?

• -What was standardized?

• -Why was the Great Wall of China built?



Module 5

• Lesson 1

• -Where was ancient Greece found?

• -What did Greece lack as a region?

• -Why did Greece never unite?

• -Who influenced Greek religion?

• -How was Homer important?

• -How were Greek myths important?

• -What qualities were given to the Greek gods?



• Lesson 2

• -What did each Polis consist of?

• -What forms of governments formed in Greece?

• -What city-state developed Democracy?

• -Who was enslaved in Athens?

• -Who could get an education in Athens?

• -What was the social order of Sparta?

• -How was Sparta different from Athens?

• -How was Sparta girls different from Athens?

• -What wars were fought with Persia?

• -Who attempted to invade the Greeks?

• -What formed in Greece the following year?



• Lesson 3

• What formed because of the Persian wars?

• Lesson 4

• -What kind of plays did the Greeks write?

• -Who were the 3 main philosophers and what did they discuss?

• Lesson 5

• -Who took over Egypt and previously Persian territory?

• -Where east did Alexander’s army extend?

• -What took place once Alexander died?

• -How was Alexander’s conquests important?



• Lesson 6

• -What city became an important commerce city?

• -What was built in Alexandria which became important 
scientifically?

• -Who was Ptolemy?

• -What other inventions/discoveries were made in Alexandria?



Module 6

• Lesson 1

• How was Rome’s location important?

• -Who were the 2 groups in Rome which struggled for power?

• -What was the 12 tables and it’s importance?

• -Who directed the Roman army and government?

• -Who was required to serve in the army?

• -To keep peace the conquered people gained what rights?

• -What wars were fought between Rome and Carthage?

• -What did Hannibal attempt to do in the Punic Wars?



• Lesson 2

• -What gap grew overtime?

• -Who proposed reforms in Rome?

• -Why did military commanders have the ability to take over 
Rome?

• -Who combined forces to share power?

• -Who eventually became the absolute leader of Rome?

• -How did Caesar help the poor?

• -Who ended the Republic?

• -What was the most important industry?

• -What developments made trade possible?



• Lesson 3

• -Where did most slaves come from?

• -Who was in charge of the family?

• -What forms of public entertainment were there?

• Lesson 4

• -Who did Jesus appeal to early on?

• -What teachings did Jesus not contradict?

• -Who became important to spreading Christianity?

• -What allowed Christianity to spread?

• -Who was driven from their homeland by the Romans?

• -How did the Romans treat early Christians?

• -Who was the Roman emperor to recognize Christianity?

• -What was the church hierarchy?

• -What did early Christians disagree with early on?



• I was never present at the trials of Christians.  Therefore, I am 
unacquainted with what is customary as to the method and extent of 
punishing and examining them.  I am more than just a little uncertain of on 
several points:  Whether any discrimination is made for age; whether the 
weak are treated differently from the stronger; whether repentance earns 
a pardon; or whether, if someone was ever a Christian, his ceasing to be 
one does not gain him anything; whether the very name itself is 
punishable, even when it is not associated with any crimes; or whether 
crimes, which are associated with the name, are the punishable offenses.

• Meanwhile, I have followed this procedure in regard to those who 
were brought before me as Christians.  I interrogated them as to whether 
they were Christians.  If they confessed, I asked a second and a third time, 
adding the threat of capital punishment.  If they persevered, I ordered 
them executed.  For I did not doubt that, whatever it might be that they 
believed, certainly their stubbornness and inflexible obstinacy merited 
punishment.  There were others of similar madness, who, because they 
were Roman citizens, I directed to be remanded to the City.

•

• Pliny brother of Emperor Trajan(early 100s C.E.), Letters regarding 
Christians.



• You have acted properly, my dear Secundus, in your handling of the 
cases of those denounced to you as Christians.  For there is no general 
rule that can be set down as if it were a fixed standard for every case.  
These people should not be sought out.  If they are charged and 
convicted, they must be punished.  Yet if someone denies being a 
Christian and provides proof in this matter, namely by praying to our 
gods, however much be might have been under suspicion in the past, 
he shall secure pardon by virtue of his repentance.  Anonymous 
accusations have no place in criminal proceeding.  They are 
exceedingly bad precedents and do not conform to the standards of 
our age

•

• Emperor Trajan to his brother Pliny(early 100 C.E.)  Letters regarding 
Christians.



• If it is certain that we are the most criminal of people, why do you treat us 
differently from others of our kind, namely all other criminals?  The same 
crime should receive the same treatment.  When others are charged with the 
same crimes imputed to us, they are permitted to use their own mouths and 
the hired advocacy of others to plead their innocence.  They have full freedom 
to answer the charge and to cross-examine.  In fact, it is against the law to 
condemn anyone without a defense and a hearing.  Only Christians are 
forbidden to say anything in defense of the truth that would clear their case 
and assist the judge in avoiding an injustice.  All that they care about is a 
confession to bearing the name “Christian,” not an investigation of the charge.  
Now, let us assume you are trying any other criminal.  If he confesses to the 
crime of murder, or sacrilege, or sexual debauchery, or treason—to cite the 
crimes of which we stand accused—you are not content to pass sentence 
immediately.  Rather, you weigh the relevant circumstances:  the nature of the 
deed; how often, where, how, and when it was committed;  the co-
conspirators and the partners-in-crime.  Nothing of this sort is done in our 
case.

•

• Tertullian, Christian writer, 195 C.E., Apologia



• Being convinced, however, that he needed some more powerful aid than his 
military forces could afford him, on account of the wicked and magical 
enchantments which were so diligently practiced by the tyrant, he sought 
Divine assistance, deeming the possession of arms and a numerous soldiery of 
secondary importance, but believing the cooperating power of Deity invincible 
and not to be shaken.  He considered, therefore, on what God he might rely for 
protection and assistance.  While engaged in this inquiry, the thought occurred 
to him, that , of the many emperors who had preceded him, those who had 
rested their hopes in a multitude of  gods, and served them with sacrifices and 
offerings, had in the first place been deceived by flattering predictions, and 
oracles which promised them all prosperity and at last had met with an 
unhappy end, while not one of their gods has stood by to warn them of the 
impending wrath of heaven; while one alone who had pursued an entirely 
opposite course, who has condemned their error, and honored the Supreme 
God during his whole life, has found him to be the Saviour and Protector of his 
empire, and the fact that they who had trusted in many gods has also fallen by 
manifold forms of death, without leaving behind them either family or 
offspring, stock, name, or memorial among men; while the God of his father 
had given to him, on the other hand, manifestation of his power and very many 
tokens…

• He said that about noon, when the day was already beginning to decline, 
he saw with his own eyes the trophy of a cross of light in the heavens, above 
the sun, and bearing the inscription, CONQUER BY THIS. At this sight he himself 
was struck with amazement, and his whole army also, which followed him on 
this expedition, and witnessed the miracle.

•

• Eusebius, the emperor’s historian(260-339 C.E.) Life of Constantine



• Lesson 5

• -Why did Rome grow weak?(4)

• -Who did the soldiers become loyal to?

• -Who divided Rome into 2 and why?

• -What did Constantine do to the capital?

• -Who invaded Rome in the 300s?

• -Why were the Huns unable to take Rome?

• -Which half of Rome flourished?

• Lesson 6

• -What was built to move water?

• -What were the Roman concepts of law?



Module 7

• Lesson 1

• -What Indian empire stretched for 2,000 miles?

• -How was the Mauryan empire divided?

• -What was allowed religiously under Asoka?

• -What was built to make trade easier?

• -What was built throughout the empire to encourage 
Buddhism?

• -What flourished under the Gupta empire?

• -What was the Indian society?

• -What was taxed?



• Lesson 2

• -What were India’s two main faiths?

• -How did the sciences increase?

• -What cycles were calendars based on?

• -How was the earth proven to be round?

• -What mathematical ideas developed in India?

• -What trade network became important?

• -What was built along the Silk Road?

• -Who did India trade with?

• -Because of trade what business developed?



• Lesson 3

• -How long did the Han dynasty rule?

• -What group caused problems in northern China?

• -What regions were colonized by the Chinese?

• -What did the peasants owe the emperors?

• -What did job hopefuls have to take before getting a job?

• -What was developed for recording?

• -What made farming easier?(3)

• -What did the government gain a monopoly in?

• -How was the empire unified?

• -What was the role of women in Chinese society?

• -Who often went into debt?



• A woman ought to have four qualifications:  1) womanly virtues; 2) 
womanly words; 3) womanly bearing; and 4) womanly work.  Now what 
is called womanly virtue need not be brilliant ability, exceptionally 
different from others.  Womanly words need be neither clever in debate 
nor keen in conversation.  Womanly appearance requires neither a 
pretty nor a perfect face and form.  Womanly work need not be work 
done more skillfully than that of others…

• To choose her words with care; to avoid vulgar language; to respect at 
appropriate times; and not to weary others with much conversation, 
may be called the characteristics of womanly words.

• To wash and scrub filth away; to keep cloths and ornaments fresh and 
clean; to wash the head and bathe the body regularly, and to keep the 
person free from disgraced filth, may be called the characteristics of 
womanly bearing.

• Lessons for Women: Ban Zhao



• …And this is the Noble Truth of Sorrow.  Birth is sorrow, age is 
sorrow, disease is sorrow, death is sorrow; contact with the unpleasant is 
sorrow, separation from the pleasant is sorrow, every wish unfulfilled is 
sorrow---in short all the five components of individuality are sorrow.

• And this is the Noble Truth of the Arising Sorrow.  It arises from 
craving, which leads to rebirth, which brings delight and passion, and 
seeks pleasure now here, now there---the craving for sensual pleasure, 
the craving for continued life, the craving for power.

• And this is the Noble Truth of the stopping of Sorrow.  It is the 
complete stopping of that craving, so that no passion remains, leaving it, 
being emancipated from it, being released from it, giving no place to it.

• And this is the Noble Truth, of the Way which Leads to the Stopping 
of Sorrow.  It is the Noble Eightfold Path---Right Views, Right Resolve, 
Right Speech, Right Conduct, Right Livelihood, Right Effort, Right 
Mindfulness, and Right Concentration.

• Buddha’s First Sermon 


